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EVERYDAY PRACTICES IN MAYA CIVIC CENTERS: PRELIMINARY
RESULTS OF TESTING IN THE WEST PLAZA AT ACTUNCAN,
BELIZE
Angela H. Keller

With their impressive pyramids and grand plazas, Maya centers reflect the complexity, variability, and ingenuity of Maya society.
Surprisingly, though, we know little about what people actually did on a daily basis in their civic centers. Using ethnographic
and historical sources, archaeologists have hypothesized that a wide variety of activities occurred in Maya centers – from blood
sacrifice to market trade – but we have scant archaeological documentation of those activities. Here we present the preliminary
results of archaeological investigations in open plaza spaces at the Maya center of Actuncan, Belize. Our ongoing work is aimed
at identifying the archaeological correlates of daily practices in public plazas through the use of rapid systematic collection
methods, soil chemistry analysis, macroartifact and microartifact analysis, remote sensing, and targeted excavations.

Introduction
Considering the wealth of information
available concerning the beliefs, customs, and
history of the ancient Maya, the idea that we do
not know, in any concrete fashion, what Maya
people did on a daily basis at their civic and
ceremonial centers seems absurd. Of course we
know what they did. From their accounts, and
by analogy with later practices, we know that the
Maya staged elaborate ceremonial events, played
ballgames, offered blood sacrifices, conducted
administrative and judicial business, hosted
foreign dignitaries, and walked in procession,
among other things. These various activities
surely occurred in some manner at most centers
some of the time.
Nevertheless, at any specific site in any
one corner of any particular plaza, we cannot say
with certainty that a specific activity, such as
sacrifice, occurred without the support of more
direct evidence. That direct evidence could
include architectural features, use-related
artifacts and microartifacts, chemical residues in
soil and plaster, burning events or other nonstructural features, and subtle compaction
features identifiable through remote sensing or
micromorphology. Archaeologists have made
few attempts to collect these data from plaza
spaces due to the difficulty of excavating such
large areas and the real paucity of features and
artifacts. The Maya were remarkably fastidious
in their public spaces and, therefore, very little in
situ evidence exists that might be used to
reconstruct their past practices.

One might question why we would
attempt to recover the ephemeral residues of
ancient activity when we know, in general terms,
how the Maya used their civic centers: for
administrative, ceremonial, and economic
activities. The answer is twofold. First,
knowing that the Maya probably conducted
ceremonies and dispatched administrative duties
in their centers in no way situates specific
practices in particular spaces. That is, we are
still unable to reconstruct the use of one plaza or
one structure relative to others without
archaeologically collected data sets. Second, we
are beginning to realize that the particular
constellations of power and authority maintained
at different centers and by different rulers were
quite diverse.
Smaller centers were not
necessarily mini versions of larger centers, but
sometimes entirely different kinds of places with
rulers who based their authority on different
precepts, from divine right to communal
enterprise (Keller 2012; Robin 2012). These
differing constellations of power were likely
supported by differing kinds of centers and
differing daily practices.
Maya Centers as Instruments of Power
David Freidel (1992:129) has argued that
Maya centers were designed as “viable
instruments” of power. More recently, Jason
Yaeger (2003:123) has suggested that a Maya
center was a “nexus” of interaction, knowledge,
wealth, and power: a magnetic place that
attracted the allegiance and talents of its
sustaining populace. Stated more simply,
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Figure 1. Map of Actuncan North showing the location of the West Plaza.

power structures maintained by those centers.
Instead of looking at Maya centers through a
normative lens and assuming that plaza spaces
were used for the same kinds of generalized
functions, we suggest that researchers should
investigate the subtle differences in the specific
practices enacted in specific plazas and at
specific times.

centers were the primary seats of power and
authority in the ancient Maya world. While it
would be disingenuous to say that Maya rulers
did not carry a sort of embodied power with
them wherever they went, in some important
manner their power was bound up in the places
where they lived (McAnany 1995). As David
Webster (2001:132) explains, “the most
respectable and legitimate Maya kings [and
queens] were those firmly ensconced in ancient
places of impressive scale located on sacred
landscapes hoary with dynastic tradition.” In a
recent assessment of ancient Mesoamerican
aesthetics and architecture, Kathryn ReeseTaylor and Rex Koontz (2001:1) take up this
same thread arguing that Mesoamerican groups
“fashioned spaces for the purposes of accruing
political power,” and further that they designed
their monumental centers as “effective settings
for communicating power relations.”
Maya centers were the places where
power and authority were most clearly
proclaimed, negotiated, and manifested on a
daily basis. Therefore, the diversity of activities
that elites and commoners conducted within
their centers should speak to the diversity of

Locating Practices: From Theory to Method
This practice-oriented research is rooted
in the concepts of individual agency and
transformative relations advocated by prominent
social theorists including Pierre Bourdieu (1977,
1990), Anthony Giddens (1984), and Michel
Foucault (1980), particularly his discussions of
“productive” power. More immediately, our
attempt to identify specific practices rather than
generalized behavior is inspired in large measure
by Timothy Pauketat’s meticulous and insightful
work in the American Bottom (e.g., Pauketat
2001; Pauketat and Alt 2005). Pauketat makes a
useful distinction between normative behaviors
(e.g., construction behavior) and historically
situated practices (e.g., the construction of a
specific building). He argues that “behavior” is
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Figure 2. Aerial photograph of the West Plaza facing south. Group 1 in foreground. [Photo taken by Dr. Chet
Walker with a kite-mounted aerial photography system.]

result in the nuanced picture of ancient practice
that we hope to achieve.
Our approach,
therefore, combines broad, systematic coverage
of entire plazas using relatively small,
standardized collection units: posthole tests (Fry
1972). From the 2011 posthole tests, we
recovered soil samples for chemistry analysis,
macroartifact and microartifact samples, pH
readings, and limited stratigraphic data. In
tandem with the posthole testing, we placed a
small number of probing excavations to identify
plaza surfaces. Additionally, during the 2011
field season, Dr. Chet Walker conducted a
geophysical survey of the West Plaza using a
magnetometer. When combined, these various
data sets allow us to detect patterns that may be
the shadows of past practices in the West Plaza.

not equivalent to “practice,” and further that “the
locus of microscale and macroscale change is
people acting out or representing their
dispositions in social contexts” through specific
practices (Pauketat 2001:86, emphasis original).
Furthermore,
Pauketat
suggests
that
investigating practices as the locus of cultural
change
requires
not less but more
methodological rigor and a “tacking back and
forth between lines of evidence at multiple
scales of analysis” (Pauketat and Alt 2005:231).
To locate the fugitive traces of ancient
Maya practices at the site of Actuncan, we
designed a research program incorporating
diverse lines of evidence at multiple scales of
analysis. Archaeologists are justifiably daunted
by the prospect of “excavating” large public
plazas. The spaces are simply too large for the
usual methods of hand excavation, and the
potential for the recovery of buried features and
use-related artifacts is relatively low. Simply
digging more, in the usual manner, will not

The 2011 Field Season: Identifying a Classic
Period Marketplace
During the summer 2011 field season, as
part of the larger Actuncan Archaeological
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Despite the documented existence of a
robust market economy in the Maya lowlands at
the time of Conquest, many scholars continue to
doubt the existence of marketplaces and market
trade during the Classic period (Coe 1961; Potter
and King 1995; Sanders and Webster 1988). As
described by early Spanish chroniclers, market
trade was a vital component of the Maya
economy at Conquest (e.g., Tozzer 1941: 94).
The extrapolation of a market-based economy
back into the Classic period, though, remains
controversial largely for two reasons: (1) the
lack of undisputed archaeological evidence for
marketplaces, and (2) the perception that the
documented Classic period Maya environment
and system of tribute and gift exchange was
inimical to market trade (Coe 1961; Dahlin et al.
2007; Masson and Freidel 2002). This project
seeks to provide clear physical evidence for a
proposed marketplace at Actuncan. Ultimately,
the careful documentation of a Classic period
marketplace will allow for a reconceptualization
of Classic Maya political economy incorporating
elite-controlled market trade, royal tribute, and
gift exchange.

Project directed by Dr. Lisa J. LeCount, Dr.
Angela H. Keller initiated the Plaza Research
subproject with funding from the University of
Texas at Arlington.
The Plaza Research
program will examine the physical correlates of
everyday practices in plaza spaces at the
Actuncan center with an emphasis on materials
dating to the Classic period (A.D. 250-900). As
an initial test, we investigated one large plaza,
the West Plaza, located at the western edge of
the Actuncan North civic center (Figure 1). We
selected this plaza because it appeared to be a
likely location for an ancient marketplace based
on its open access and relationship with other
site architecture including a causeway. The
West Plaza afforded us the opportunity to build
upon Keller’s previous examination of a
probable marketplace at the nearby Classic
center of Xunantunich, Belize (Keller 2006,
2007) and recent parallel work by other scholars
(Bair 2010; Cap 2010, 2011; Dahlin et al. 2007).
Researchers in the Maya lowlands have created
detailed models of the subtle residues and
artifact patterning consistent with market trade
(e.g., Chase and Chase 1987; Dahlin 2003; Fry
1979; Jones 1996; Tourtellot et al. 1992). The
material correlates of other ancient activities,
such as ritual performance or administrative
activity, have not been modeled in such detail.
The proposed Actuncan marketplace, the
West Plaza, is an open area covering roughly 1.5
hectares adjacent to the site's central civic and
ceremonial plazas (Figure 2). The rectangular,
level space is bounded by a causeway to the east,
a reservoir to the west, and household groups to
the north and south. The location, size, and
accessibility of the proposed marketplace are
similar to probable marketplaces at other Classic
period sites including Xunantunich (Keller 2006,
2007), Chunchucmil (Dahlin et al. 2007), Sayil
(Tourtellot and Sabloff 1994), and Caracol
(Chase and Chase 1987). With the exception of
the formal marketplaces at the sites of Tikal and
Calakmul (the superpowers of the Classic Maya
world), probable marketplaces at Maya centers
are large, open spaces with minimal formal
architecture. The lack of distinctive "market"
architecture has contributed to the difficulty of
identifying ancient marketplaces in the Maya
lowlands.

Field Methods and Results
In the absence of clear architectural
features, recent archaeological work on Maya
plazas, and marketplaces specifically, has
focused on limited artifactual remains and soil
chemistry (e.g., Bair 2010; Cap 2010, 2011;
Dahlin et al. 2007; Keller 2007). Researchers
have identified regularly patterned artifact
distributions and soil chemistry signatures
indicative of the end-stage production of durable
goods and the chemical residues of perishable
goods. These residues may be found in linear
patterns conforming to our understanding of the
spatial organization of ancient Mesoamerican
marketplaces in rows of vendors, as documented
most clearly among the Aztec (Hutson 2000).
Thus far, the most compelling data derive from
two procedures: the analysis of artifact
distributions, and the interpretation soil
chemistry patterns.
The focus of the 2011 Plaza Research
field season was the West Plaza. Rather than
attempting to excavate the entire space, we
created a grid across the West Plaza and
systematically collected a
number
of
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overlapping data sets: geophysical survey data,
soil samples for chemical analysis, pH data, and
macroartifact and microartifact samples.
Geophysical Survey
The West Plaza geophysical survey was
part of a larger site-wide project conducted by
Dr. Chet Walker and funded and coordinated by
Drs. Lisa LeCount and John Blitz (Blitz and
Nelson 2012). In the West Plaza, the most
notable characteristic of the geophysical
magnetometry survey was the relatively “quiet”
magnetic signature of the plaza area relative to
the more “noisy” North Neighborhood, which is
filled with mounded residential structures and
features (Figure 3). In the West Plaza, several
subtle linear features are evident in the magnetic
map that correlate with low, raised structural
features. Surrounding the Plaza Platform, a
large platform mapped in the 2010 field season
(Perez 2011), the magnetic survey revealed a
broad sub-platform visible only after extensive
vegetation clearing. In addition, we noted an
east-west trending feature in the magnetic survey
data that likely relates to a very low rise running
from the edge of the Plaza Platform toward the
northwest corner of Structure 12 on the eastern
side of the plaza (Salberg 2012). Other notable
magnetic anomalies do not correlate with surface
features, and appear to reflect buried structures,
floors, pit features, and pathways (Blitz and
Nelson 2012). One probable pathway in the
southern portion of the survey block runs in a
meandering line from the back of Structure 12
toward the western edge of the plaza. This
minimally magnetic linear feature is not visible
as a path on the surface any may reflect a
historical feature, a prehistoric feature, or
possibly a combination of both.

Figure 3. Geophysical magnetometry survey data
overlaid on a schematic map of site architecture,
showing data blocks in the West Plaza and the
Northern Neighborhood. [Geophysical data produced
by Dr. Chet Walker.]

the test units, we would have had no data to
guide our posthole probes. Our test excavations
revealed that the entire west plaza is covered by
a 20-30cm thick, dark black mollisol that has
developed since the final use of the space by the
Maya in the Late to Terminal Classic periods
(Figure 4). The location of the terminal plaza
surface appears to be the base of this black
mollisol, where a structurally recognizable B
horizon has developed between the mollisol and
the underlying clay fill layers. The construction
fills and features rest upon a deep natural deposit
of yellowish-to-greenish, reduced silty clay that
is likely Pleistocene or very early Holocene in
age.

Test Units
After the completion of the geophysical
survey and before conducting the posthole
testing, we excavated a small number of test
units to investigate magnetic anomalies and to
provide stratigraphic data to guide the posthole
program (Blitz and Nelson 2012). Our goal with
the posthole program was to probe down to, but
not through, the final plaza surface to collect soil
and artifact samples. Without the preliminary
view of the West Plaza stratigraphy afforded by

Posthole Testing
During the summer 2011 field season, we
placed 364 posthole test probes (posthole tests)
across the West Plaza at 5m intervals (Table 1,
Figure 5). To extract the samples, we used
standard clam-shell type posthole diggers which
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samples1. Readings of soil pH levels were taken
at 20 m intervals.
All soil extracted from the posthole
probes were screened through 1/4-inch mesh and
all artifacts were collected. The collected
artifacts (macroartifacts, greater than 1/4-inch in
greatest dimension) were identified to class and
counted in the field.
We also recorded
disturbance as Low, Medium, or High. Most
posthole test locations had very little (Low)
evident disturbance. At the base of each
posthole, the field crew recorded the final probe
depth and the color and texture of the soils
encountered. Some planned postholes were not
excavated because they were located on
structures or below excavation backdirt.
The field macroartifact counts were later
verified in the lab and entered into a database
along with the other posthole testing data. The
resulting counts of ceramics, lithics, and all
artifacts combined were plotted as contour maps
and overlaid on the West Plaza testing grid
(Figures 6, 7, 8). Ceramic highs correlate
closely with overall artifact highs, as ceramics
are the most numerous artifacts in the collection.
Most of the ceramic and total artifact highs align
with the outline of the Plaza Platform and the
east-west rise emanating from the eastern edge
of the platform. These artifact highs seem to
reflect greater quantities of debris along the
edges of the structures. One dramatic artifact
high spot in the northwest corner of the testing
grid, though, may not reflect the use of the
space, but rather its construction.
Crew
members noted large limestone blocks and
limestone rubble at the base of two postholes
from which an unusually large number of
artifacts were collected, suggesting the presence
of a buried masonry feature.
The distribution of lithics is somewhat
different from that of ceramics. East of Structure
12, in an area with only faint magnetic features,
we identified a notable concentration of lithics
including the only collected piece of obsidian.
The lithic highs here may reflect small-scale
lithic reduction in the Plaza. Targeted test unit
excavations in the 2012 field season should
enhance our understanding of the practices
enacted in this area.

Figure 4. Photograph of Unit 15B North Wall,
demonstrating West Plaza stratigraphy.

Figure 5. The 2011 posthole testing grid placed over
the West Plaza geophysical survey grid.

created uniform 19cm diameter holes. The
posthole tests were excavated down to the latest
plaza surface or other architecture (stones,
plaster, and gravel). From each posthole test, we
collected macroartifact samples and soil samples
from the final plaza surface. In a select subset of
postholes, we also collected microartifact
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Depth
Sherds
Lithics
Shell
Phosphorus

Maximum
Value
43 cm
58
8
2
3

Minimum
Value
2 cm
0
0
0
0.5

Mean
Value
26 cm
4
1
less than 1
1.2

Standard
Deviation
6.5
5.9
1.3
0.2
0.6

Totals
364 postholes
1562 sherds
349 lithics
13 shell frags
202 analyzed samples

Note: a Posthole tests were 19 cm in diameter, and placed at 5m intervals.
Table 1. Posthole Testing Summary Dataa.

Keller determined all color values during a twoweek period.
The resultant P value data were plotted
and overlaid on the West Plaza grid area (Figure
9). Most notable are lines of high P values along
the northern and southern edges of the plaza
grid. Presently, we suspect that these high
values reflect organic trash disposal from Group
1 and Structure 73. The lines of high P values
appear similar to “rings” of high P values that
Cynthia Robin (1999) identified surrounding
small household groups, typically at a distance
of roughly 20m from mounded architecture.
Robin interpreted the rings of high P values as
the result of ancient trash disposal, specifically,
the transport of organic waste to the edges of
individual houselots (Robin 1999). Similarly, in
the West Plaza we may have identified the
chemical residues of the edges of household
groups to the north (Group 1) and south
(Structure 73). By extension, the lines of P high
values may mark the northern and southern
boundaries of the plaza’s public space, which
might have been marked in antiquity by organic
post and tree-lined fences. Most of the other
high P values in the West Plaza are spatially
associated with the Plaza Platform and a subtle
east-west rise emanating from the platform.
These high P values likely reflect activities
involving organic materials conducted along
these structural features.
In the 2012 season, we plan to experiment
with a portable X-ray fluorescence (PXRF)
spectrometer to analyze the chemical
composition of soils in the field. The PXRF
device should offer us much greater precision
and speed, as well as the ability to detect the
presence of a variety of other significant

Phosphorus Testing
Phosphorus (P) is one of the three
important macronutrients, along with Nitrogen
(N) and Potassium (K), required for plant growth
and present in soils worldwide. The relative
quantity of P in soils reflects both natural and
anthropogenic inputs. Very high P values in
cultural landscapes, such as Maya civic centers,
often reflect past human actions, such as food
preparation and service, waste disposal, and
active soil amending, that tend to increase soil P
values due to increased organic waste inputs
(Bair 2010; Dahlin et al. 2007).
At the end of the 2011 season, we
conducted simple P tests in the field to reduce
the number of soil samples exported from the
country for analysis. We tested the soils from a
50% sample of all of the posthole test locations,
analyzing soil samples from every other posthole
test in a 10m-interval lattice pattern. Only a
small amount of soil from each selected sample
was required for the in-field testing procedure,
and portions of all soil samples were retained for
more extensive chemistry testing during the
2012 field season.
To test the relative quantities of P in the
West Plaza soils, we used an inexpensive
extraction method (LaMotte Soil N-P-K kit) that
produced distillates ranging in color from very
light to very dark blue. To allow for spatial
mapping of the P value data, we converted the
qualitative values (light to dark blue) into an
ordinal scale from 0.5 (very light blue) to 3.0
(very dark blue), with 0.5 increments between
each color class. We maintained exemplars of
each color value over the course of the P testing
to standardize the classification of the samples.
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Figure 8. Interpolated contour map of total artifact
distribution across the West Plaza (yellow and red
areas contain higher quantities of artifacts).

Figure 6. Interpolated contour map of ceramic
artifact distribution across the West Plaza (darker
orange reflects higher quantity of ceramics).

Figure 9. Interpolated contour map of relative P
values across the West Plaza (darker blue reflects
higher total P values).

Figure 7. Interpolated contour map of lithic artifact
distribution across the West Plaza (darker blue
reflects higher quantity of lithics).
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elements (Calcium, Zinc, Magnesium, Lead, and
Copper, among others) that may reflect
anthropogenic inputs. Recent soil chemistry
work in the Maya area suggests that the analysis
of the relative chemical composition of soils at
archaeological sites has the potential to aid us in
reconstructing spatially discrete, ancient
practices (e.g., Antonelli and Rothenberg 2011;
Bair 2010; Robin 2006; Wells 2004). Soil
samples from plaza spaces will be analyzed in
consultation with Ms. Kara Rothenberg, who is
analyzing the chemical signatures of soil and
plaster surfaces at Group 1 as part of her
dissertation research.
Summary
At the outset of our research in the West
Plaza, we were confronted by a large, flat,
virtually featureless space. We had no data upon
which to reconstruct discrete practices during its
final use in the Late to Terminal Classic periods.
Clearing the entire plaza with excavation units
was neither practical nor desirable. We needed a
way to collect, rapidly and systematically, a
number of independent data sets that together
might shed some light on the ancient use of the
space. As described above, we created a grid
over the West Plaza and collected geophysical
magnetometry survey data, macroartifacts, soil
samples for chemical analysis, and a sample of
microartifacts. Our primary collection unit was
the posthole, as originally described by Fry
(1972) for use in the Maya area. Preliminarily,
we
can
combine
the
magnetometry,
macroartifact, and soil Phosphorus (P) data sets
to create a multi-layered picture of the residues
of human action in the West Plaza (Figure 10).
Our preliminary 2011 data suggest a few
discrete areas of activity in the West Plaza and
along the Plaza Platform. To the north and
south, elevated P values suggest organic trash
disposal along perishable features forming the
boundaries between public and residential space.
Adjacent to the Plaza Platform, the
magnetometry data indicate a low subplatform
and an east-west trending structural feature, both
of which are visible as subtly elevated features
on the landscape today. Along the edges of
these features, artifact counts and P values are
slightly elevated. To west of Structure 12,

Figure 10.
Combined map of total artifact
distribution, P values, and geophysical magnetometry
survey data (contour lines represent artifact
quantities, blue colored image map represents P
values, grayscale image map represents geophysical
magnetometry data, and straight lines represent
visible architecture).

artifact distributions suggest in situ lithic
reduction in the West Plaza.
This lithic
reduction most likely occurred in association
with market trade or as attached production for
the royal court. Finally, the magnetometry data
revealed a minimally magnetic linear feature that
appears to be a pathway of indeterminate age.
No path or other feature is evident in this area at
present. Nevertheless, elevated artifact counts
and low P values along the length of this
possible pathway suggest that it is a genuine
cultural feature.
During the 2012 field season, we will
place several test units in the West Plaza to
investigate the possible lithic production area,
the pathway, and other notable features
identified through artifact, soil chemistry, and
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enormous thanks to the Institute of Archaeology
and Drs. John Morris and Jaime Awe for their
support, guidance, and inspiration. This work
was made possible by funding from the National
Science Foundation and the University of Texas
at Arlington.

magnetometry spatial patterning. The use of a
PXRF spectrometer for in-field soil chemistry
analysis, and the collection and analysis of
micromorophology samples will increase the
number of independent data sets available for
interpretation. We will also expand our data
universe by collecting comparable data from two
other plazas with distinct probable functions:
Plaza F, a likely ceremonial plaza; and Plaza C,
a sprawling mixed-use civic and ceremonial
space.
The ongoing Plaza Research program is
designed to document the subtle material traces
of activity in several distinct plaza spaces. Our
research uses a variety of scientific techniques
rarely combined in one project. These multiple,
independent lines of evidence will dramatically
enhance our ability to document the fugitive
residues of past human action. Ideally, our work
will identify discrete activity areas and distinct
material patterns for the different Actuncan
public plazas, which, arguably, would have had
very different functions in the past. These
material patterns, in turn, will help us model the
kinds of power relations enacted at Actuncan as
a distinctive polity in the greater Belize Valley
political sphere.
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